We continue the analysis of hierarchical interfaces in random media started in earlier work. We show that from the estimates on the renormalized random variables established in that work, it follows that these models possess unique Gibbs states describing mostly flat interfaces in dimension D > 3, if the disorder is weak and the temperature low enough. In the course of the proof we also present very explicit formulas for expectations of local observables.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we continue the analysis of hierarchical models for interfaces started in refs. 1 and 2. It should really be seen as a companion paper to ref. 1 and we will assume that the reader is familiar with that paper. In ref. 1 we have proven a bound on the expected height of the surface at the origin for these models in D > 3 and for weak disorder. In this paper, we will show that from the estimates obtained there, one can actually prove existence and uniqueness of the Gibbs measure for these models and, moreover, give a closed expression for the expectation values of any local observable with respect to this measure. We believe that this is, at least, of some pedagogical interest.
Although our models have been defined in ref. 1 , we repeat them here in a slightly different wording, setting up, in particular, the precise probabilistic framework needed for the analysis of the Gibbs measures. This will be done in the remainder of this section, where the main theorem l lnstitut fiir Angewandte Analysis und Stochastik, Mohrenstrasse 39, fD-10117 Berlin,
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0022-4715/93/1000-0253507.00/0 9 1993 Plenum Publishing Corporation will also be stated. In Section 2 we will prove this theorem, making use of the estimates from ref. 1 .
Recall that our models describe d-dimensional solid-on-solid surfaces embedded in a D = d+ 1 lattice 77 D. They will be constructed from collections of towers and wells with bases formed by squares of side length L", and of arbitrary height, fitting together in a hierarchical way that will be described formally as follows.
Let L be a positive integer that for simplicity we may choose to be odd, L = 2k + 1. We introduce the sets Y(") of labels for the blocks of the nth hierarchy. As for the moment we work in infinite volume, each of these sets is a copy of Z d. Let us define the map 2'-~:
where [x] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x. We also denote, for y e y(n + 1), by 5r the set of points x s y(n) such that 5e-ix = y. Note that thus the set 5eny is the cube of side length L n centered at Lny in the underlying lattice Y(~ To each such cube we associate a "tower," i.e., an integer-valued height hCy "). The collection of these heights describes the surfaces. In particular, its actual height Hx above a point x ~ y(o) is computed as
&= (1.2)
Notice that for (1.2) to make sense we must require that for each xe y(O), the sequence h~,~ is summable, i.e., that only a finite number of its members may be different from zero. Let us introduce also the "coarse-grained"
heights H (u) above the cube y ~ y(U) in the Nth hierarchy as
Note that the collection of the Hi s), NET/+, yG7/d, provides an alternative representation of our surfaces. We denote the state space of all surfaces described in this way by ~2, i.e., the sigma-algebra generated by the canonical projection from t? to f2 A. We will also write
and (') I (%, co c) +
The local specifications tt.,~,+ are probability kernels on f2, such that for given configuration t/= (tIA, ttAC) ~ (2 and any Z-measurable function f, 
#A2,~,J#AI,~,S--A2,~,J
(1.14)
A probability measure # on (~9, Z) is called a Gibbs measure for the local specification #A,~,J" if it satisfies the Dobrushin-Landford-Ruelle (DLR) equations (3, 5) tq~A,~,s---tt for all finite A (1.15)
We recall now the assumptions that were made on the family of random variables describing the disorder. Let (F, ~,~, P) be an abstract probability space, let J-{Jx(H)} H~ Z.x~ Z~ be a family of random variables defined on this space, and denote by
Dx(H, H') = J~(H) -Jx(H')
(1.16) the associated difference variables. We assume that the following properties hold:
(i) For fixed x, the stochastic processes {Dx(H, H')}H,n,~ are stationary under the simultaneous shift (H,H')-*(H+k,H'+k), for ke2~.
(ii) The stochastic processes {Jx(H)}H~ ~ are independent for different x.
(iii) IDa(H, H') = 0, for all x e 2 a.
We are now in a position to announce our main result: Theorem 1. Let d>2, J=-{Jx(H)}H~z,.~z~ be such that (i) (ii), and (iii) hold. Assume in addition that for some fixed 04r~< 1/2 the associated difference variables satisfy for all 5 > 0, for all x e Z ~, and all
Then there exist rio< o% a~>0, and Lo< oo and a set FcF, P(F)= 1, such that for all fl ~>/30, cr2~ a2, L/> L o, and Je F the local specification /~4.B,s has a unique Gibbs measure #~.j.
Remark 1.
We will give an explicit construction of #~.j for local observables.
Remark 2.
Note that the condition (1.17) is in fact slightly more general than the conditions in refs. 1 and 2, which correspond to the extreme cases r = 0 and r = 1/2, respectively. It is, however, very easy to extend the estimates from ref. 1 to this entire range (details can be found in ref. 4) .
Remark 3.
It may appear surprising that we prove the existence of one unique Gibbs state. In fact, this is an artefact of the hierarchical structure of the model. The nontrivial statement of the theorem is that of the existence of the Gibbs measure.
Remark 4.
As explained in ref. 1, the condition d> 2 is crucial for our proof, and the result is not expected to hold if d= 2 (at least for the nonhierarchical model. The minimal value of L for which we can prove the result depends on d and tends to infinity as d+ 2. One may expect that in d=3 the theorem should hold with Lo=2 (or 3); however, for technical reasons due to the method of proof we need a larger value. This is explained in ref. 1.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE GIBBS MEASURE
In this section we will derive an explicit expression for the local specifications introduced in the last section that reflects in a particularly transparent manner the hierarchical structure of our models, and that will turn out to be crucial in constructing the actual infinite-volume Gibbs measures.
Let us begin by introducing some notation. Let us denote, for any /? > 0, by ~ c E z the set 5"~-{{a=}=~ ~ e-P~'~'+a=)<oo} The measures are the same for sequences that differ only by a constant, and we will view pa as probability measure-valued functions on 5~/~. An object of particular interest will be seen to be the "free energy" q~ associated to these measures, which we will consider as a real-valued function on 5 p, defined by Using this terminology, we can write the local specifications (1.12) as follows:
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Here we have defined !
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Note that we have written Hse-%(q A ) in the last line of (2.9) to make explicit that this variable depends only on the external configuration. Thus the product in the last line is just a Xw-measurable constant. It is now evident that this procedure can be iterated, resulting in the following expression:
r/
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Here we use, for notational convenience, the abbreviation j(~l -{ jy(.)(h) } h ~ z. The sequences J~") are recursively defined by Y
J(9)( H) =--Jy( H)
(2.12) x~ C~y
These are of course just the renormalization group equations derived and analyzed already in refs. 1 and 2. Note that the constants that were still present in (2.9) have canceled against the partition function, so that in (2.12) we have achieved our goal of expressing the local specification entirely in terms of the probability measures pp.
Let us now consider a function f that is measurable with respect to the a-algebra Z A, which we will call a "local function. Proof.
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• p/~(,)(Jo("))(co (") r 0) < oo Jz since limkx~ Ho('°(Ak))(r/)= 0. Thus we take the right-hand side of (2.28) as a definition of the finite-dimensional marginals. These are easily checked to be compatible and hence give by Kolmogorov's theorem a unique infinitevolume measure #~,j. Since our specification is not continuous, we cannot directly conclude from the compatibility relations (1.14) by performing the infinite-volume limit that #~,j satisfies the DLR equation. However, using (2.28), this is easily verified by a direct calculation on finite-dimensional cylinder events. Conversely, it is well known that for all extremal Gibbs where ~h=e Ihl/(1-e 1), and c, may be chosen, e.g., equal to (1/2)'. Thus Theorem 1 is proven.
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